We're desert kids and we want to play.
Rain, rain don't go away.

"Rain, rain come today into the clouds then it falls back to the ground as rainup the roots through the stem out the leaves.
Water just keeps going and going!

"
In Albuquerque, we get our drinking water from the aquifer (underground), and from the Rio Grande River. Help us keep pollution monsters out of our river! Please pick up your trash and recycle!

When Amani woke up, she and Luna were the same size! Even stranger, she found herself talking to Liquid Lady – a drop of water! Soon she would meet her sisters: Solid Sister and Gassy Girl. Amani and Luna had many exciting adventures in Water Wonderland.
Little did Amani and Luna know, as they fell asleep listening to the rain, that something magical was about to happen!

What did you learn?

Much fun learning about water.

Just like her dad, she had so

Amani wants to be a scientist.
Remember Me (from Coco)

The Rio Grande, it starts in Colorado
The Rio Grande, flows down to Mexico
For we could not live without
Her water, all of us
I sing a secret song to her
Each night we are apart
The Rio Grande, it travels very far
The Rio Grande, enjoyed by one and all
And I know that I'm with you
The best way that I can be,
Providing water to the land...
The Rio Grande! The Rio Grande!